And the Winner Is

By Caleb Madison

ACROSS
1. Org. with merit badges
4. Certain hors d’oeuvre
10. 1960 DGA Award winner Billy
16. “___ a Wonderful Life”
17. Like a limerick, often
18. Nouveau riche
19. 1961 DGA Award winner for “West Side ___”
21. Bonnaroo, for one
22. Actress de Matteo
23. “Gimme a ___!”
25. Suffix with Brooklyn or Manhattan
26. Subject of the 2003 Oliver Stone documentary “Comandante”
29. 1959 DGA Award winner for “Ben-Hur”
34. “___ Given Sunday” (Al Pacino movie)
36. Calc. prerequisite
37. Shoe size
38. 1956 DGA Award winner for “Giant”
43. Author Mitch
47. Canadian gas brand
48. Timekeeper?
49. Obama, once: Abbr.
51. Lovegood of the “Harry Potter” series
52. Some like it hot
55. Teammate of Wade and James
57. Actor von Sydow
59. Path to enlightenment
60. 1962 DGA Award winner for “Lawrence ___ ___”
64. 1954 DGA Award winner for “___ ___ Waterfront”
67. Mimic
68. Start of a countdown
69. Where John Glenn was senator
71. Actor Beatty
72. 1952 DGA Award winner for “Quiet Man”
74. Bra specification
76. Songwriter Paul
78. “Heat of the Moment” band
82. “Buy U a Drank (Shawty Snappin’)” singer
84. 1953 DGA Award winner for “___ ___ Eternity”
88. Number-cruncher, familiarly
90. Iron ___
91. “Moon Safari” band
92. Nouveau riche
93. 1949 DGA Award winner for “West Side ___”
99. Hardy partner
101. Australian inhabitant with six toes
102. Bulk
104. “Smack That” Grammy nominee
107. Boise-to-Phoenix dir.
109. Burns’ rank, in “M*A*S*H”
110. “Richard ___”
111. Chemical suff. meaning “low price”
112. Stranded
113. Abut on
114. ____ Greene, “The Godfather” gangster
115. 1959 DGA Award winner Vincente
116. Dream girl in a Foster song
117. AOL exchanges

DOWN
1. 1996 Mike Nichols movie, with “the”
2. Depositories
3. Fireproof material
4. “Have You Ever Seen the Rain?” band, familiarly
5. Control neighbor, on a keyboard
6. Brian Williams’ bailiwick
7. “A Room with ___”
8. Costar of Robert in “Goodfellas”
9. ‘fore
10. Words on a dirty car
11. N.Y.C. subway inits.
12. DLX/X
14. Maternally related
15. King or queen
20. Consume
21. Pretends
27. Many a Joplin piece
28. Keanu Reeves character, with “the”
30. Washes
31. “Are ___ pair?”: “Send in the Clowns” lyric
32. Holler
35. Big inits. in fashion
39. Indian bread
40. Big brass
41. Commercial prefi. meaning “low price”
42. Big rig
44. Pixar character whose enemy is the evil Emperor Zurg
45. Top draft status
46. 1955 DGA Award winner for “Marty”
50. Indian bread
53. N.J. summer setting
54. Jack player on “30 Rock”
56. Del Monte competitor
58. Classic Jaguar model
60. ___ Punk: “Digital Love” techno duo
61. Each
62. Nickname of Jayne’s gun in “Firefly”
63. Mischief maker of myth
64. Scott of “Step Brothers”
65. Mythological underworld
66. Chop into cubes
67. They might end with Q.E.D.
68. Start of a countdown
69. Where John Glenn was senator
70. Mythological underworld
73. Chop into cubes
75. They might end with Q.E.D.
77. Santa follower
79. “Drag Me to Hell” director
80. Office squawker
83. “Car Talk” ainer
85. While lead-in
86. Zippo
87. Stat for Lincecum or Halladay
88. Following close behind
89. Following close behind
93. Shorten, as a skirt
94. Saudi neighbor
95. Start of a poker game
96. ___-Wip (dessert topping)
97. Get around
98. Chris Farley played a Beverly Hills one in a 1997 film
100. Org. once headed by John L. Lewis
103. Each
104. “Smack That” Grammy nominee
105. Start of a poker game
106. Boise-to-Phoenix dir.
108. Light starter?
109. Burns’ rank, in “M*A*S*H”
110. “Richard ___”
111. Chemical suffix
112. Dream girl in a Foster song
113. AOL exchanges
114. Shorten, as a skirt
115. Start of a poker game
116. Dream girl in a Foster song
117. AOL exchanges

Answers at www.dgaquarterly.org/HOME/Spring2011CrosswordPuzzle.aspx